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Introduction 

Washington State Community College last submitted an AQIP Systems Portfolio in the fall of 2014. Due 

to the changes in the accreditation cycle for colleges participating in the Academic Quality Improvement 

Program, the college was given the option to submit an update to that portfolio during the 2016-17 

academic year (LINK). No particular template for this optional update was available, but taking the 

advice of Linnea Stenson, the college created a shortened format with input from our HLC Liaison Jeffrey 

Rosen. We chose to approach the task by dividing the update into four parts: (1) introduction, (2) 

institutional changes since the last systems portfolio submission, (3) efforts to address the strategic 

challenge areas identified in the 2015 Systems Appraisal, and (4) efforts to address those items 

identified as Opportunities and Outstanding Opportunities in the last Systems Appraisal. 

Washington State’s 2014 systems portfolio was among the last written using nine categories. Although 

that format is now outdated, the writing team elected to keep this update in the same format to provide 

continuity of information. Our Accreditation Liaison, Jeffrey Rosen, concurred with this approach. 

We include reference to the Criteria for Accreditation as appropriate for the topics addressed in this 

update. This document is not meant to be a full response to the accreditation criteria as it only 

addresses a subset of the AQIP categories reflecting changes since the last submission. Reviewers for the 

2015 Systems Appraisal indicated that we had provided evidence for compliance with the criteria and 

core components that was “strong, clear, and well-presented” in all but one case. The reviewers noted 

that evidence for core component 2D was “adequate, but could be improved.” We provide additional 

evidence for core component 2D at the end of this update. Additionally, we provide annotations in red 

to show additional support for the Criteria for Accreditation in the responses to 1P10 and 1P12. None of 

our other Opportunities for Improvement or Outstanding Opportunities for Improvement intersected 

with the sections of the Portfolio where Core Components were to be addressed as indicated in the 

Systems Portfolio Guide. (The 2013 Systems Portfolio Guide was used for the submission of the 2014 

Portfolio upon which this update is focused.)  

While it has been two short years since the submission of our last Portfolio, many significant changes 

have occurred in higher education nationally and in Ohio particularly. Declines in overall enrollment, 

changes in student demographics, and a continually evolving success-based funding formula in Ohio 

have made it essential that our college become more efficient in our operations, more focused on 

reliable data analysis, and more proactive than ever in supporting students’ success. We believe that 

this Portfolio Update tells the story of a college that is responding to those changes while making 

significant improvements to its processes to strengthen students’ success.  

It has been less than two years since we received our Systems Appraisal, and we have not had sufficient 

time to respond to all of the recommendations in that document. Our approach has been to address the 

Strategic Challenges and Outstanding Opportunities first and to work on the Opportunities for 

Improvement as time allows and as resources permit. We anticipate having more progress to report in 

our CQR Quality Highlights Report that will be submitted in August or September of 2017. 

 

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0vHIwUH_BvxYUctQmdXVjJoZzQ
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Significant Institutional Changes since 2014 

Enrollment and Demographic Changes – Changing enrollment patterns have continued to be a 

challenge over the past two years, although enrollment has now stabilized and begun to grow slightly, 

particularly among high school students taking college classes. Headcount declined by 4.1% from fall 

2014 to fall 2015. However, it grew by 10% between fall 2015 and fall 2016. Despite this gain, headcount 

in fall 2016 is still 24.8% less than five years earlier. As the numbers of high school students taking 

classes through dual enrollment options has increased, the average student age has continued to 

decline from 23.5 in 2014 to 21.8 in 2016. The predominance of female students has remained 

essentially unchanged at 60%, but the percentage of full-time students has declined from 52.8% in 2014 

to 44.6% in 2016. This change is due principally to a greater number of high school students taking 

college classes. In 2014 that number was 252; in 2016 it is 643. 

Efficiencies in Programs and Services – Changes in enrollment and student demographics have led the 

college to look for ways to be more efficient. Due to low enrollment, three programs were placed in 

teach out mode during 2015-16 (American Sign Language Interpretation, Early Childhood Development, 

and Design Drafting). Additionally, the college has chosen to outsource three of its non-academic 

operations. Because more community members than students and employees were using the Evergreen 

Child Development Center, it was outsourced to the local hospital system which continues to operate 

the facility on our campus. There were few changes in services and the hospital system keeps the early 

childhood education facility open to students, college employees, and community members. The 

bookstore was outsourced to Barnes & Noble, and the college’s information technology function was 

outsourced to a local information technology company. In each case, impacted college employees were 

given the option to continue employment with the new entity. Some chose to do so, while others chose 

to move on to other jobs.  

As a result of the changes, students have seen improvements in textbook purchasing and rental options, 

and the IT area has been able to expand its data analysis capabilities as well as its ability to maintain full 

support when regularly scheduled employees are out on sick leave or vacation. Overall, the changes 

have resulted in a decrease in the number of full-time employees directly employed by the college while 

improving services to students and employees. In 2014, the college had 110 full-time employees; the 

number declined to 100 in 2016. The efficiencies created through these changes also resulted in 

significant savings in college expenditures leading the college to plan for a 2% salary increase for all 

employees in January 2017. 

The college also closed its additional location at the Morgan Learning Center in 2015. Enrollment had 

declined at that location and only general education classes were being offered. The last full program, 

the certificate for Practical Nurses, was concluded in 2007, and a financial analysis indicated that the 

Morgan Learning Center was not serving enough students to be financially viable. 

Reduction in Required Credit Hours for Program Completion – In 2014, WSCC responded to a mandate 

from the Ohio Department of Higher Education to reduce the number of credits required to complete an 

associate degree to 65 or less across all programs. This change largely impacted programs in the health 

sciences and the industrial and engineering technologies which had required credit hours ranging 

between 69 and 73. The curricular changes reduced the median program length across all programs 

from 67 credit hours to 63. The changes benefit students through accelerated time to completion and 
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lower program costs. Faculty worked carefully to reduce credit hours without significant negative impact 

on student learning outcomes. It is too early to determine if these changes will result in improved 

graduation rates, but based on national research on program length, we are hopeful for that outcome. 

Data Accuracy and Analysis – Since the college joined AQIP in 2004, we have been working to improve 

our collection, accuracy, and analysis of data in an effort to make better informed decisions toward 

improving students’ learning outcomes and institutional efficiency. Those efforts have at times been 

hampered by our ability to extract data efficiently from our data management system. In the past two 

years, our information technology department, now outsourced to a company called Kinetics, has made 

major improvements in our ability to extract, analyze, and report data. The IT staff spent considerable 

time working with IPEDS and Ohio Department of Higher Education personnel to verify and correct 

inaccuracies in data reporting. Internal data definitions were updated to better align with state and 

national definitions, and data storage and retrieval software was upgraded for stability and 

transparency. As a result of these process improvements, reporting discrepancies were found and a 

systematic clean-up process was conducted to standardize data input and retrieval.  

 

At the state level, the Higher Education Information System (HEI) of Ohio requires term-based and 

annual reporting. Data standards and campus-wide definitions now ensure accurate HEI reporting from 

all departments. From a federal standard, with assistance from the Integrated Post-Secondary Education 

Data System (IPEDS) data coordinators, the first-time cohort definition was updated to include high-

school graduates with prior college credit and to correctly identify them as first-time college students.  

Better data accuracy enables the institution to have more reliable comparative data. It also allows us to 

set meaningful performance targets and do more effective long range planning. 

New Student Assessment and Placement – WSCC has made a number of improvements in Helping 

Students Learn in the past two years. With relationship to student placement (1P5), the college has 

changed from the COMPASS exam to Accuplacer for testing and placement, and it has also moved to a 

multiple measures of assessment model (LINK) that allows for placement on the basis of high school 

performance, ACT or SAT scores, and previous college work in addition to assessment test scores. This 

move to a multiple measures approach allows the college to be consistent in its entry placements for 

both dual enrollment students and those students entering the college after high school graduation. 

Program Review – The college has implemented regular training on program level assessment and 

program review to assist new faculty members to understand and provide continuity in these areas. A 

series of brown-bag lunches has provided mentoring to new faculty members while they put together 

their first program reviews and tackle on-going assessment of students’ learning at the program and 

class level. The Committee on Student Learning continues to oversee the assessment of general 

education and has worked to improve the breadth of student work artifacts that are reviewed annually 

with respect to a rotating list of five general education goals. 

Student Success Leadership Initiative (SSLI) (LINK) –Through participation in Ohio’s Student Success 

Leadership Institute, WSCC has now completed and reported to the state on one “Completion Plan.” The 

results for that plan are shown in Figure 1. Building on the initial work, we have embarked on a new 

Completion Plan for 2016-2018 (LINK). The ultimate focus of these efforts is to create a “Guided 

Pathways” structure for our students that includes four primary elements: (1) Clear roadmaps to student 

goals, (2) intake redesigned as an on-ramp, (3) students’ progress closely tracked, (4) learning 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0vHIwUH_BvxMjl1X2QxMzBJX0U
https://community.mygreatlakes.org/community/strategy/scaling/leadership-institute.html
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0vHIwUH_BvxeVlBb08tOWN6Zlk
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outcomes/assessments aligned across programs. We believe these efforts will ultimately result in higher 

levels of student retention and completion. 

Figure 1: 2014-16 Student Completion Plan Initiatives and Outcomes 

Action Item #1:  Establish a strong Adult Basic & Literacy Education (ABLE)/ABLE to College Equals 
Success (ACES) connection that includes processes for advising, continuity and data tracking. 

% Completed/Institutional 
Involvement 

100% 

Overall Accomplishments with 
Quantifiable results 

A MOU is signed annually with ABLE to share data and resources.  Of the 43 
participants last year, 19 ACES students completed the program.  Of those 
who completed, 13 students matriculated to enrollment in college. 
However, those students who do not complete the class are also learning 
about the commitment needed to attend college (balancing work/school, 
childcare, transportation, etc).  Even if they are unsuccessful in ACES, they 
leave with better expectations about college and have used no part of their 
potential financial aid package. 

 

Action Item #2:  Establish an Honors program including an overall framework for the program. 

% Completed/Institutional 
Involvement 

100% 

Overall Accomplishments with 
Quantifiable results 

Honors program began in Fall 2015 with 5 students in the first 
cohort.  Honors sections of courses were offered.  An honors student 
presented a paper at the Mid-East Honors Association Conference in 
Richmond, Indiana in Spring 2016. 

 

Action Item #3:  Establish a structured, standards-based procedure for advisor training. 

% Completed/Institutional 
Involvement 

100% 

Overall Accomplishments 
with Quantifiable results 

Completed as part of an AQIP action project in 2015.  The advising committee 
efforts concentrated on executing the advisor training during WSCC’s 
professional development week in August 2015.  An advising syllabus was 
adopted to serve as the advising guide with expectations for both advisors and 
advisees during the advising process.   

 

Action Item #4:  Review, revise, solidify and communicate WSCC’s pre-requisite policy and waiver. 

% Completed/Institutional 
Involvement 

0% 

Overall Accomplishments with 
Quantifiable results 

This action item was not completed, but it is included as an action item 
for the 2016-18 completion plan as the pre-requisite policy and waiver 
process still need review. 
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Action Item #5: Communicate college expectations to students during orientation.   

% Completed/Institutional 
Involvement 

100% 

Overall Accomplishments with 
Quantifiable results 

Feedback from current students in the “Student Voice” focus groups as well 
as SENSE results used to align orientation concepts.  Specifically, a 
comparison of high school vs college was integrated into orientation. 

 

Action Item #6:  Develop and establish mandatory placement test preparation sessions and policy 
prior to testing. 

% Completed/Institutional 
Involvement 

100% 

Overall Accomplishments 
with Quantifiable results 

This new policy requires students to participate in a test prep/Brush-up session if 
the student wishes to retake a placement test. Fall 2014 results for English 
indicate that, of 136 participants, 24% tested from the lowest level to the higher 
level of developmental classes, and 33% tested into college level English.  In 
math, 148 students participated in Fall 2014, and 27% tested into a higher math 
class, while 6% tested out of developmental math altogether.  Longitudinal 
results showed no statistical difference in grades between those who increased 
their placement and those who did not.  Because fewer than half of Brush-up 
participants matriculated into college, WSCC might be able to focus more effort 
on turning participants into college students. 

 

Action Item #7:  Streamline Dual Enrollment alignment with college readiness.   

% Completed/Institutional 
Involvement 

100% 

Overall Accomplishments 
with Quantifiable results 

Effective fall semester 2015, WSCC moved to a multiple measures of 
assessment policy in which students can use ACCUPLACER, ACT/SAT, or high 
school transcripts to assess college readiness.  Transcript must be no more than 
two years old and is reviewed for both GPA and specific coursework for 
English/math. 

 

Action Item #8:  Establish and integrate peer advocate program into Developmental English 
courses.   

% Completed/Institutional 
Involvement 

100% 

Overall Accomplishments 
with Quantifiable results 

This VISTA program identified two sections of English 0900 in Spring 2014 to 
pilot the peer advocates and service learning (a writing assignment that 
featured interviewing a military veteran).  Success rates in the class were not 
significantly greater than previous years (23/29 students completed the class), 
and student satisfaction (as reported by surveys) was moderate.   
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Action Item #9:  Continue to explore ways to enhance student success in Developmental Math. 

% Completed/Institutional 
Involvement 

100% 

Overall Accomplishments 
with Quantifiable results 

In 2015-16, WSCC piloted a project to combine two developmental math 
courses, Math 0950 (Elementary Algebra) and Math 1110 (Intermediate Algebra) 
into one class (Math 0955) in order to shorten time to completion of 
developmental math.  Unfortunately, completion of developmental math has 
not increased at WSCC with this change.  Course completion remains between 
30% to 50% each semester. Additional developmental education modifications 
will be attempted through the 2016-18 Student Completion Plan. 

 

Action Item #10:  Explore online advising solution (MAP/SSP/e-Advising) at WSCC. 

% Completed/Institutional 
Involvement 

100% 

Overall Accomplishments 
with Quantifiable results 

The Advising Committee identified a potential software solution called SSP 
(Student Success Plan) through Sinclair Community College.  A team of five from 
WSCC visited Sinclair in September 2015 to see a demonstration of the 
software.  The software was demonstrated again on the WSCC campus in Spring 
2016 along with a similar software package from DATATEL/Colleague. The 
college chose the DATATEL product and implementation is planned for 2016-17. 
This implementation will be a significant element of the 2016-18 Student 
Completion Plan. 

 

Action Item #11:  Integrate a system to automatically search institutional data for eligible 
graduates.   

% Completed/Institutional 
Involvement 

100% 

Overall Accomplishments with 
Quantifiable results 

In summer 2015, WSCC ran a pilot tandem process with graduation petitions 
and the auto-grad process. There were 44 additional graduates identified by 
the auto-grad process.  Auto-graduation is now the standard procedure. 

 

Action Item #12:  Create a college-wide framework for offering modules/condensed terms.    

% Completed/Institutional 
Involvement 

100% 

Overall Accomplishments with 
Quantifiable results 

Two 8-week sessions within the 16-week semester began in fall 2014 
and the practice has continued through 2015 and 2016. 
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Responses to Strategic Challenges Identified in the 2015 Systems Appraisal 

Need for Improved Cross-Departmental and Cross-College Communication – The Systems Appraisal 

team noted that too much institutional communication was top down. During the past two years, the 

college has engaged in numerous efforts to receive input from our internal and external stakeholders. As 

a preliminary environmental scan, the college employed the firm Future Think to assess the needs of the 

college’s service area and gauge how we are meeting those needs (LINK). The college also contracted 

with NBBJ to complete a Master Plan (LINK) to map the future of the organization in terms of programs, 

facilities, and staffing. This process included numerous focus groups with students, faculty, staff, and 

external stakeholders. The focus groups were conducted by outside facilitators so that participants could 

feel comfortable speaking their minds. A similar process with focus groups was conducted as part of a 

marketing rebranding study (LINK). The college is committed to working with outside facilitators to 

gather this type of interview, survey, and focus group information every 3-5 years as part of our long-

term planning processes. 

It may also be that the 2014 Systems Portfolio did not clearly articulate the college’s processes for 

lateral and upward communication. Some of those processes are outlined here. 

 President’s Cabinet – This bi-weekly meeting of senior-level staff and middle management staff 

provides an opportunity to discuss and often resolve many issues that arise during the academic 

year. This group also participates in the annual planning retreats described below. 

 The Committee on Employee Success is currently chaired by the President of Faculty Senate, the 

Dean of Health Sciences, and the Controller, who serves as a representative of the professional 

staff. This group comes together regularly to oversee and coordinate college activities related to 

employee success and valuing people. Working with employees from across campus, the 

Committee creates subcommittees to organize professional development events and an 

employee recognition event as well as accomplish other tasks related to employee success. 

 Standing Committees and Ad Hoc Committees – WSCC maintains 17 standing committees and 

teams as well as numerous ad hoc groups to participate in the shared governance of the college. 

These are the groups that wrestle with the business of improving processes and outcomes for 

students, faculty, and the community. The reports and recommendations of these committees 

inform the decisions of the Executive Cabinet, the President, and the Board of Trustees. 

 Academic divisions and departments meet regularly to work out ways to improve students’ 

outcomes and plan events such as the annual Open House programs that promote the college’s 

programs and facilities to potential students. 

 Non-academic departments hold regular meetings to discuss processes and look for 

improvements in services to students and employees. 

 The annual planning retreat held in the late spring or early summer provides a forum for a broad 

range of faculty, staff, administrators, and board members to assist in reviewing the college’s 

mission, vision, and values statements; view and discuss institutional performance data, 

consider environmental scans of our target markets, and make recommendations about the 

strategic priorities of the college, both short-term and long term. 

As a result of the Systems Appraisal Team’s comments regarding communication, the college is adding 

an additional opportunity for broad communication at the institution. Based on our successful “Student 

Voice” project that uses student focus groups throughout the year to receive input regarding the 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0vHIwUH_Bvxa2trR3FWTElQWlk
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B8DgNsLXYgPrM0oyOWtTMzhhbWs
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B8DgNsLXYgPrMUFsRlgwT2dQUTg
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student experience, our Committee on Employee Success will be implementing similar “Employee 

Voice” focus groups for employees to collect their input regarding the employee experience at WSCC. 

Lack of Comparative Data – The Systems Appraisal reviewers indicated that WSCC needs to make better 

use of comparative data. They noted that we have an opportunity to “establish performance 

benchmarks for its planning efforts.” 

The college has worked diligently, particularly through our Data Action Team, to improve the 

institutional dashboard and our Key Performance Indicators during the past two years. That KPI site 

(LINK), described in more detail below under the section regarding responding to Outstanding 

Opportunities – 8R2, provides for real time data with comparative benchmarks and performance targets 

wherever possible. While this is a work in progress, we should have this new KPI site fully developed by 

the end of the 2016-17 academic year. Currently we are working to set comparative benchmarks and 

performance targets for as many of the measurements provided on the KPIs list as possible. 

Goals and Targets for Improvement – The Systems Appraisal reviewers noted that WSCC better at 

setting goals and reporting outcomes for “specific, isolated examples” and that we need to do a better 

job of establishing priorities, setting specific time frames, and targeting specific outcomes to be 

achieved. The reviewers indicate that “formulating a consistent process to determine targets will 

enhance the “Plan” phase of the “Plan Do Check Act” cycle. 

With this advice in mind, the college set out to improve its annual strategic planning process (see Figure 

12) by establishing specific, measurable short-term outcomes for 2016-17 for its five Strategic Priorities 

and also setting specific long-term targets to be achieved by 2020. Figure 2 lists the baseline data and 

targets for short-term goals. Figure 3 provides similar information for long-term goals. 

Figure 2: Short-Term Institutional Priorities, Goals, Baseline Data, and Targets 

Strategic Priority Goal Baseline (2015-16) Target (2016-17) 

Student Success Increase the graduation rate 
by 3%. 

Full-time: 24.9% 
Part-time: 10.28% 

Goal - FT: 27.9% 
Goal - PT: 13.28% 

Teaching and Learning Increase course completion 
by 3% 

80.49% Goal 83.49% 

Building Enrollment Achieve 2% enrollment 
beyond budget goal 

1487 headcount Goal – 1413* 
Actual - 1,641 (15% 
above goal) 

Being the College of 
First Choice 

(1) Increase enrollment of 
high school students by 
5% 

(2) Increase share of high 
school graduates by 3%. 

(1) 445 high school 
headcount 

(2) 7% average 
yield of high 
school 
graduates 

(1) Goal 468 
(2) Goal 10% 

 
(1) Actual 686   
(2) Actual 7% 

Building Community Increase community 
presence on campus by 10% 

80 outside groups 
visited or used 
campus facilities 

Goal - 88 outside 
groups 

*Based on recent trends and a conservative budget approach, the fiscal year 2017 budget was based on 

a 5% enrollment decline. 

  

https://kpi.wscc.edu/
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Figure 3. Long-Term Institutional Priorities, Goals, Baseline Data, and Targets for 2020 

Priority Goal 2015-16 Baseline 2020-21 Target 

Building Identity Establish a brand and improved 
name recognition so that 80% of 
the community can accurately 
articulate our mission. 

87% of 492 people 
surveyed 
recognized the 
WSCC brand 

Goal – Maintain 80% 
recognition or above 

Program Alignment 
with Workforce 
Needs 

Ensure that 80% of WSCC 
programs are aligned with in-
demand jobs. 

73% of WSCC 
academic 
programs (LINK) 
align with in-
demand 
occupations in SE 
Ohio (LINK) 

80% or better 
alignment with in-
demand occupations 
in SE Ohio 

Student Persistence Achieve fall-to-fall retention rate 
of 60% and fall to spring retention 
rate of 80%. 

40.93% Fall to Fall 
61.57% Fall to 
Spring 

Goal - 60% Fall to Fall 
Goal - 80% Fall to 
Spring 

Completion Achieve a 3-year graduation rate 
of 30% (for first-time full-time 
students) and a 6-year graduation 
rate of 60%. 

24.9% 3-year 
36.42% 6-year (at 
WSCC); 51.52% (at 

any institution 
based on National 
Student 
Clearinghouse data) 

Goal - 30% 3-year 
Goal - 60% 6-year (at 
any institution) 

Building 
Community 

Increase community participation 
on campus by 50% and establish 
the WSCC Foundation at 
$5,000,000 with alumni 
participation of 5,000 individual 
contributions. 

Foundation 
Account – July 
2016: $1,013,291 
in assets 
Alumni 
participants: No 
baseline data 
available. 

Goal - Foundation 
account: $5 million in 
assets by end of 2020 
Goal - Alumni 
participants: 5,000 

 

Along with these efforts, the college is doing a better job of tracking the outcomes of its department-

level objectives. In 2014, we reported that only 27% of the outcomes had been reported for 

department-level objectives for the 2013-14 academic year. For 2015-16, that percentage has increased 

to 90%. Some goal statements were not completed due to individuals leaving the college during that 

period. While we still have room for improvement, our emphasis is on closing the loop for the outcomes 

of objectives that feed into the college’s overall strategic initiatives. In the 2014 Systems Portfolio, we 

reported “we are better at setting goals than we are in reporting outcomes.” Through raising awareness 

of this problem across the institution, we feel we are making progress. (Goals/Outcomes for Direct 

Reports to President – LINK, Goals/Outcomes for Direct Reports to VPAA – LINK, Goals/Outcomes for 

Direct Reports to VP of Enrollment and Student Success – LINK, Goals/Outcomes for Direct Reports to 

CIO – LINK)  

The use of comparative data is addressed further in the response to 3R6. 

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0vHIwUH_BvxUHZXWmNsS24wWFU
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0vHIwUH_Bvxc25TemYzUGxuRnc
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B8DgNsLXYgPrWU80bFkwZUtpak0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B8DgNsLXYgPra3pEY1MzVXVYU2M
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B8DgNsLXYgPrVVlaTC1XRFRWVEE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B8DgNsLXYgPrVnpGdmREVm44R0k
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Responses to Outstanding Opportunities 

Category 1 – Helping Students Learn 

1P9 – The Systems Appraisal Team cited an outstanding opportunity for improvement in the area of 

assessing students’ learning styles and using that information to improve students’ outcomes. The 

college is currently looking for an assessment instrument that can be integrated into the processes for 

testing, placing, and advising new students. Our challenge is to find an assessment that while not overly 

long or cumbersome provides reliable, actionable information for faculty in a way that they can easily 

access and use. At this time, the VARK survey (LINK) appears to be a possible solution for assessing 

learning styles, but consistently sharing that information with faculty may prove challenging. The 

process will also require adequate training for faculty in how to use the information about individual 

learning styles to improve instructional processes. The college’s Continuous Improvement Team is 

looking at this recommendation as a possible focus for a new Action Project during 2016-17. We hope to 

be farther down this path when we submit our CQR Quality Highlights Report in advance of our October 

2017 team visit.  

Category 4 – Valuing People 

4P5 (also noted in 5P10) – WSCC has addressed the lack of a systematic process for succession planning 

by creating a policy and process which is currently being implemented (LINK). The policy was passed by 

the Board of Trustees in February 2016, and it outlines the processes by which the college can operate 

effectively while working to fill vacancies and the cross-training that will make that process possible. 

Each operational department or unit of the college is required to develop a succession plan and send it 

to the Executive Committee for review and approval each February. 

Succession plans are to take the following factors into consideration:  

1. Review the key Senior and Mid-level management positions that exist  

2. Evaluate planned or potential retirements  

3. Assess potential change of positions  

4. Identify individuals who may benefit from professional development and growth  

5. Develop a specific plan for cross-training in the department in order to lessen the impact of an 

unanticipated vacancy  

6. Develop a general plan for succession within each unit to be used temporarily in the event of an 

unanticipated vacancy and until a decision can be made regarding the future status of the 

vacant position. Such a plan is to be approved by the unit supervisor  

7. Annually review the status of each plan and make adjustments as necessary 

This succession planning process will be fully implemented in February 2017. 

Category 8 – Planning Continuous Improvement 

8R2 – Washington State has been systematically working to enhance its ability to collect, display, and 

analyze data with relationship to internal and external benchmarks. In September 2016, the college 

launched a new Key Performance Indicator (KPI) dashboard (LINK) that includes the following elements 

(1) a front page that lists the most frequently requested data regarding the institution; (2) graphs for 

each of these six key data areas that show trends over five years; (3) “Quick Nav” links for additional 

http://vark-learn.com/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B8DgNsLXYgPrR2pDX0dSc2tOUnM
http://kpi.wscc.edu/
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data and graphs for CCSSE, completion rates, developmental education success, enrollment, first-time 

full-time cohort, job placement, licensure pass rates, loan default rates, median loan debt, retention 

rates, transfer rates, and selected non-instructional objectives; (4) links to the KPI definitions so that 

there is clarity regarding how each data item is defined. The data represented on the dashboard is, for 

the most part, real-time data that is refreshed automatically as new data becomes available. 

Additionally, users can log into a password protected part of the dashboard that allows for specific 

queries using data from the National Student Clearinghouse Data archive and/or the IPEDS Data 

Feedback Report.  

The next step in the development of this enhanced KPI dashboard is the inclusion of benchmark data 

and institutional target data for as many of the data points as possible. We believe that this step is key in 

responding to the AQIP Systems Appraisal Reviewers concerns about us having only “minimal systemic 

analysis of KPI’s” presented in the 2014 Systems Portfolio. Please see the response for 3R6 for additional 

information regarding the use of comparative data. 

Category 9 – Building Collaborative Arrangements 

9P6 – The Systems Appraisal reviewers challenged WSCC to identify the processes and criteria it might 

use to determine whether its partnerships “are best serving the needs of those involved.” With this in 

mind, the college has created a partnership rubric (LINK) to use when establishing new or reviving old 

partnerships in order to determine if the partnership fits into the mission, vision, and values of WSCC as 

well as how best to work with a particular partner to meet both their needs and the needs of the 

college.  The rubric addresses the “fit” between WSCC and the partnering entity in terms of the College’s 

mission, vision, values, and strategic priorities.  Additionally, the return on investment, financial and 

human resource requirements and community perception are assessed. WSCC will begin to use that 

rubric in November 2016. 

Responses to Opportunities for Improvement 

Category 1 – Helping Students Learn 

1P10 -- Since 2014, WSCC has enhanced its work with several subgroups within the student population. 

In particular, the college has expanded advising services for Veterans. The Veteran’s Club is much more 

active and has become a vibrant aspect of campus life. We continue to work on processes for supporting 

our growing number of dual enrollment high school students (College Credit Plus students) through 

professional development sessions with high school faculty who are teaching WSCC courses, advising 

visits with CCP students, student visits to the college campus for special laboratory experiences, and 

library instruction for CCP students delivered at their home high school. A new Action Project (LINK) on 

developing and enhancing Soft Skills across the curriculum includes a career assessment along with a 

college-wide statement of soft skills expectations for all staff and students (LINK). The college has also 

instituted more activities to emphasize diversity and inclusion (LGBTQ+), bullying prevention, suicide 

prevention, and a “post-vention” suicide plan. Additionally, a team of faculty and staff are working to 

improve student services processes for online students. (1.C.1; 1.C.2) 

1P12 - The Systems Appraisal Team noted that the college has an opportunity to clarify processes for 

decisions related to the format through which courses are offered: face-to-face, online, or hybrid as well 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0vHIwUH_BvxOGJTX0s5aHFKQ3c
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0vHIwUH_BvxMkl5TG5HdGFJbXc
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0vHIwUH_BvxME5MUy1OenRqUlE
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as how faculty are selected and trained for the different course modalities. The following provides 

clarification of these processes. (3.A.3) 

Instructor Training Phase 1 – Training and Support for Face-to-Face Instruction: Faculty are initially 

hired for face-to-face instruction. They are mentored by department chairs and other faculty who are 

teaching the same course or within the same department. Faculty are offered opportunities for 

professional development related to teaching practices, either through on-campus meetings and 

seminars or off-campus conferences and coursework. Fourteen days of non-teaching “in-service” are 

required of all full-time faculty each year, and a portion of that time is dedicated to strategies for 

increasing teaching effectiveness. Two professional development seminars are offered to part-time 

faculty on Saturday mornings, one in the fall and one in the spring. 

Instructor Training Phase 2 – Preparation for Online and Blended Instruction: Established, face-to-face 

instructors are offered the opportunity to teach in the online or blended format by completing a 

semester-long course titled Online Instructional Strategies (LINK). The course is free and includes the 

basic level of Quality Matters certification. No faculty member may teach an online or blended course 

without first completing Online Instructional Strategies. 

Monitoring Instructional Effectiveness – Instructor effectiveness in all teaching modalities is monitored 

through regular classroom (or online) observations, students’ evaluation of instruction, self-evaluation, 

and department chair or dean written evaluation. If teaching performance is deemed to be below 

acceptable standards, an instructor is given specific targets for improvement along with assistance for 

making those improvements (LINK). The Director of E-Learning monitors online and blended classes for 

evidence of instructor diligence and engagement with students. Instructors may lose their permission to 

teach online or blended courses if their performance falls below acceptable standards. Such decisions 

require consultation among the Director of E-Learning, the Dean and/or Department Chair, and the 

faculty member. 

The college is currently engaged in an AQIP Action Project focused on improving data collection and 

analysis related to students’ evaluation of instruction (LINK). The use of iPads or online surveys which 

channel data immediately and directly into an analysis and reporting system provides faster and more 

accurate reports for supervisors and faculty. The new system also allows survey results to be compared 

against the college average and the average for other courses within the same discipline so that 

supervisors and faculty can get a more accurate sense of students’ perceptions of the class and the 

instruction. 

Selecting Course Modalities – Decisions regarding teaching modalities for courses rest with faculty, 

department chairs, and deans. Priority is given to high-demand courses that are a good fit with the 

online or blended modalities. Additional consideration is given for subject areas where the college may 

be working to build a fully online degree or certificate. Development of online or blended courses 

requires an application for development from a faculty member who has completed Online Instructional 

Strategies and approval from the department chair, dean, Director of E-Learning, and the Vice President 

for Academic Affairs (LINK). Faculty are reimbursed for the development work once the course is 

developed, reviewed, and approved.  

Monitoring Students’ Success – WSCC uses course completion data to monitor student success (LINK). 

The data are compiled each year so that college-wide patterns of completion can be observed over time.  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0vHIwUH_BvxUURPTDA0MlMtMEU
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0vHIwUH_BvxUjdpVV84dWc1d1U
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0vHIwUH_BvxS1V3ZE1mS3Y5bDg
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B8DgNsLXYgPrLW82NGktVmhWcXM
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0vHIwUH_Bvxam02MFFDWDEtV0U
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Classes are aggregated into day, evening, blended, and online pass rates, as well as college-wide 

completion, and the information is available to all employees at WSCC.  Both trends in enrollment as 

well as pass rates are monitored in this spreadsheet.  The data are also used to determine and monitor 

success in gateway courses, which feeds into the college's completion plan.  

1P17 – The appraisal team noted “while the college identifies many measures for particular programs or 

initiatives, there does not seem to be a system in place to convey those expectations across the 

college.”  

Program-level outcomes are stated in the catalog and our general education goals are integrated in to 

all Associate Degree programs. Program-level outcomes are monitored through the college’s program 

review process and through the assessment of students’ learning at the program level. General 

education expectations and outcomes are assessed at the program level by the Committee on Student 

Learning and the college-wide assessment process. All faculty are aware of common general education 

goals and those are part of the assessment process within each program and through college-wide 

assessment. While it is true that there is not a single system for sharing program level expectations and 

outcomes across the college, we use various informal means for doing so: (1) periodic written academic 

updates emailed to faculty by the Vice President for Academic Affairs, (2) discussion at President’s 

Cabinet meetings, (3) the President’s weekly information updates, and (4) division and college-wide 

meetings during 14 days of in-service (non-teaching days) throughout the year. 

In the past year, the college has initiated an AQIP Action Project (LINK) that is focused on key “soft skills” 

we believe to be important to most if not all employers.  We want students to more consistently exhibit 

these soft skills in addition to the technical skills that they take with them as a result of completing their 

WSCC programs. The AQIP project brought faculty and staff together from across the college to create a 

set of soft skills expectations that cross the curriculum (LINK) in the areas of communication, 

professionalism, problem solving, and teamwork. The project team presented these expectations to full-

time and part-time faculty during meetings in May and August of 2016, and follow-up work is planned 

throughout this academic year and next. The basic idea of this project is that if these common 

expectations are consistent across all programs and courses, we should be able to move the needle on 

improving the soft skills of our graduates regardless of program of study. 

1R1 – The Systems Appraisal Team indicated that WSCC can do a better job in tracking students’ 

outcomes with regard to entrance assessments, completion rates, attrition rates, on-time graduation 

rates and transfer rates of completing students. The new Key Performance Indicator dashboard (LINK) 

has expanded to include additional data and specific outcomes for all of these areas except entrance 

assessments. The college recently moved to a multiple measures of assessment placement practice (see 

the section on Assessment Methods) and the practice is new enough that we are still collecting baseline 

data. We hope to add this item to the KPI dashboard in the near future. With regard to completion 

rates, the college is tracking those against the average among colleges in Ohio and against a cohort of 

small and medium-sized colleges (see Figure 8). A recently discovered error in our IPEDs reporting has 

allowed us to true up our data on completion for better comparisons and target setting in the future. 

Increasing the graduation rate is now part of our strategic plan and we have established baseline and 

targets as is indicated in Figure 2. The college is also tracking retention rates and graduation rates 

longitudinally. The data for retention rates (LINK) shows that the college has had relatively stable fall-to-

fall retention rates over the past six years: 2010 – 42.42, 2011 – 42.46, 2012 – 40.93, 2013 – 40.55, 2014 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0vHIwUH_BvxMkl5TG5HdGFJbXc
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0vHIwUH_BvxME5MUy1OenRqUlE
https://kpi.wscc.edu/
https://kpi.wscc.edu/KPI-Retention.aspx
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– 40, 2015 – 40.93. The KPI dashboard was also expanded to show retention rates longitudinally for fall-

to-fall and fall-to spring for both full-time and part-time students. The dashboard now allows the user to 

view retention data for specific programs. The system uses real-time data that refreshes automatically 

as new data becomes available. Our next step is to include benchmark and target data in the KPIs for 

retention. We hope to have that in place by the end of the 2016-17 academic year.  

In 2015 the college began tracking transfer using the IPEDS transfer rate definition. The rate for 2012 

was 12.5. It was 10.23 for 2013. We are examining the reason for this decline, but our initial analysis 

indicates that it mirrors a decline in the number of students in the college’s Associate of Arts and 

Associate of Science programs during this period. That decline is linked in part to the increase in high 

school students taking college courses through Ohio’s College Credit Plus program. Those students are 

not counted as first-time students until they have graduated from high school and returned to the 

college as a traditional student. Additional information regarding transfer can be viewed through this 

LINK. 

1R2 – The Systems Appraisal team noted that while the college provided longitudinal data on 

institutional general education assessment, the report lacked committee recommendations for how the 

data could inform faculty about actions they might take to strengthen instruction and students’ 

outcomes.  

The Student Learning Committee continues to look for the best ways of assessing general education 

across the campus. We have relied on a process of collection of student work artifacts related to general 

education goals and then evaluation of those artifacts using rubrics designed by the committee and 

applied by a panel of internal and external reviewers each summer. Those reviews provide a summary 

report for faculty (2013-2014 Report LINK, 2014-15 Report LINK), but the evaluators’ comments are 

generally brief and focused more on the process than on the outcomes. The Student Learning 

Committee provides this information to faculty both in written form and also orally in a faculty meeting 

that typically occurs during January each year. Faculty and committee members discuss the outcomes 

and what meaning they may have for instruction. 

The Student Learning Committee is considering changing the process for General Education Assessment 

as we move past the current accreditation cycle into the next one. The Committee has worked to 

improve the system of artifact collection and evaluation and gather longitudinal data, but it seems that 

the rubrics used are either too broad or too narrow across a collection of artifacts from various 

programs. This difficulty with the rightness of fit between the rubric and the artifacts has limited the 

usefulness of the information that the committee shares with faculty regarding possible improvements 

to instruction.  

1R3 – In 2014, WSCC reported that the college has an opportunity to strengthen assessment of student 

learning outcomes at the program level for the Associate of Arts and the Associate of Science degrees. 

The Systems Appraisal Team concurred with this statement and also indicated that the college has an 

opportunity to broaden transfer and articulation agreements beyond the State of Ohio to other colleges 

and universities where its students most often transfer. 

With regard to assessment of AA and AS outcomes, the Committee on Student Learning has focused 

training for faculty on how to improve assessment methods and collect data consistently and 

longitudinally. We have seen good progress in the area of the Associate of Arts in Education (LINK), and 

https://kpi.wscc.edu/KPI-Transfer.aspx
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0vHIwUH_BvxUlhnZjlmTHd5cG8
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0vHIwUH_BvxcVhSVUVCNENDU0E
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0vHIwUH_BvxRjU3LTRUSzhFRjA
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the faculty member in that program has become a champion for assessment and participates as a 

mentor in the assessment workshops that have been held as “brown bag” lunch events across campus 

(see also the section on Program Review).  

Assessment for the Associate of Arts in Liberal Arts remains a challenge area. This program allows 

students the most flexibility of all programs at the college in terms of which courses can be selected for 

program completion within broad subject areas – communication, mathematics, social/behavioral 

science, arts & humanities – and it is, in essence, an associate degree in general education. This breadth 

makes it challenging to find meaningful ways to assess outcomes. Currently the faculty are working to 

narrow the choice of courses within the program to provide some commonality of curriculum. For 

example, all students will be required to take a common philosophy course, Principles of Reasoning, and 

a common social/behavioral science course, Introduction to Sociology. Similar to the college’s process 

with general education, the department has elected to collect student work artifacts from across the 

curriculum to evaluate students’ mastery of the program goals (LINK). 

With regard to transfer of credit, the college has established a working group to update and expand 

articulation agreements with private colleges and out-of-state colleges. The college recently updated 

agreements with Franklin University and Muskingum University and is in the process of updating 

agreements with Marietta College and West Virginia University at Parkersburg. New agreements were 

added with Herzing University and the Cincinnati College of Mortuary Science. A stronger transfer 

alliance with Ohio University now exists through the university’s STEP Program which provides for 

specialized transfer advising on the WSCC campus, guaranteed transfer of credit, and an Ohio University 

email account and regular information updates for students who are planning to transfer to OU. An Ohio 

University transfer adviser is available to students on the WSCC campus every other Tuesday. 

1R4 – The Systems Appraisal Team noted that while the college collects and analyzes data related to 

evidence that completers have mastered the skills required by stakeholders, that information is 

available primarily for the technical programs (AAB, AAS) and not for the transfer programs (AA, AS). 

Since 2014, the college has begun to use data from the National Student Clearinghouse Research Center 

to ascertain how our students are doing with completion of degrees once they leave WSCC. Although we 

only have data for the 2009 cohort at this time, it appears that WSCC students performed slightly better 

than the national average in terms of completion of a bachelor’s degree within six years (16.67% for 

students starting at WSCC and completing at a 4-year institution versus 15.07% nationally). The college 

plans to follow this data longitudinally and look for ways to improve students’ outcomes over time. (The 

National Student Clearinghouse report can be viewed through this LINK. 

1R6 – The Appraisal Team recommended that WSCC look for ways to gather additional information 

about how students do once they transfer to a four-year institution. At this time, we have not found a 

consistent way of adding to our data in this area. Anecdotally, we hear that our students do well, and 

the data presented above in 1R4 indicates that they are completing within six years slightly above the 

national average. Ohio has recently begun a major initiative with regard to transfer and WSCC’s Vice 

President for Academic Affairs is serving on two state-wide committees related to this process. We hope 

that through participating in these state-level efforts, the college will find new ways, or perhaps suggest 

new ways that WSCC and Ohio can share more meaningful data regarding transfer outcomes. 

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0vHIwUH_BvxVkxvcndOLVRRZ3c
http://www.wscc.edu/images/documents/STEP_Washington_State.pdf
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0vHIwUH_Bvxa0w4TVJoOGZ6cFE
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Category 2 – Accomplishing Other Distinctive Objectives 

2P3 – The appraisal team indicated that while WSCC has processes for communicating information 

regarding non-instructional objectives internally, it “has an opportunity to build a systemic process to 

communicate expectations to external stakeholders.” During the past two years, the college has reached 

out twice to external stakeholders through its master planning process regarding how the institution is 

serving the needs of the community. It also sought stakeholder input through a market study to 

determine if the college’s mission and breadth of programming is understood within the community. 

Both processes used in-person meetings, phone calls, and focus groups to both inform external 

stakeholders of the college’s academic and non-instructional objectives and to receive input about 

processes and outcomes. For example, the college provided a list of 66 local employers to one firm, 

Future Think, which conducted a demographic and market study for the institution in 2015 (LINK). 

Thirty-four employers responded. The master plan study (LINK) was conducted by the firm NBBJ and 

also involved interviews, surveys and focus groups with stakeholders. Another firm, B63 looked at how 

the institution positions itself in the higher education market and the perceived value of its programs 

within the community (LINK). The results of these studies are discussed in more detail in the response 

below to 3R4. 

For longitudinal data, the college is setting in place a systemic process of periodically reaching out to 

external stakeholders through surveys, focus groups, and individual interviews to monitor the 

perception of the college in the community and gain insight into how we can better serve employers 

and citizens. These studies will be conducted every 3 to 5 years using outside firms in order to eliminate 

any internal biases that might be present in our own studies. 

2P4, 2R1 – The appraisal team also felt that the college should have a more systematic process for 

setting and assessing progress on non-instructional objectives. With this in mind, the college developed 

a new Strategic Priority for 2016-17 called Building Community – Promoting WSCC as a resource for the 

region. This strategic priority has five focused initiatives that more clearly define the non-instructional 

activities which are most important during this short-term period. These include efforts to identify and 

respond to education and workforce needs of the region; working with four-year colleges to build 

partnerships, confirming that WSCC programs are aligned with the employment needs of the 

community, developing meaningful and positive opportunities for alumni engagement; and developing 

the framework for establishing a health and wellness building with community partners. Overall, the 

strategic priority has a target of increasing community presence on campus by 10% in the 2016-17 year. 

Long-term non-instructional objectives, for the year 2020, set targets for building identity, aligning 

programs with workforce needs, improving student persistence and completion, maintaining full and 

complete accreditation, and building community by encouraging more community participation on 

campus and increasing the WSCC foundation to $5,000,000. An overview of the specific targets and 

baseline data related to these long-term goals is presented in Figure 3.  

2R2, 2R3, 2R4 – The Systems Appraisal Team also indicated that WSCC has opportunities for 

improvement related to more systematically collecting and analyzing institutional performance data 

regarding to non-instructional objectives to inform the college and its partners about how the 

performance results strengthen the institution. The comments for these areas all touch on the lack of a 

systemic approach for setting targets for non-instructional objective, difficulties in measuring outcomes, 

and lack of comparative data to other institutions of higher education that will allow us to better 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0vHIwUH_Bvxa2trR3FWTElQWlk
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B8DgNsLXYgPrM0oyOWtTMzhhbWs
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B8DgNsLXYgPrMUFsRlgwT2dQUTg
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understand our successes and challenges. We acknowledge that we still have significant room for 

improvement in these areas. However, the college is working to reposition itself to focus on a smaller 

number of key objectives, targets, and measurements for non-instructional objectives. We are creating a 

better infrastructure to more accurately measure progress. We think that comparative data for some of 

these objectives will be a challenge since we do not believe it exists for all metrics that are important to 

WSCC such as tracking community presence on campus. We also believe that it does not serve us well to 

choose only metrics for which we can find comparative data. A mixture of both types of metrics, those 

specific to the college and those for which comparative metrics are available, seem to fit our needs best. 

2I1, 2I2 – The Systems Appraisal Team indicated that the college had the opportunity to “learn from the 

improvements in the foundation, the bookstore, and the child development center” and to apply those 

strategies to the institution as a whole. As noted earlier, WSCC has outsourced two of those operations 

since 2014, the bookstore and the child development center. With regard to the foundation, a new 

director was recently hired and specific, measurable long-term goals for 2020 were established through 

the college’s strategic planning process (see Figure 3). Those goals focus on increasing the endowment 

to $5 million and integrating the college’s alumni more intentionally into the foundation’s efforts. We 

are also working to increase the number of outside groups that visit and/or use our campus. We believe 

that bringing more groups to our campus broadens our outreach and helps WSCC become more 

integrated into the life of our community.  Moving forward, WSCC will continue to select a vital few 

measurements and objectives for non-instructional areas through our strategic planning process. Over 

the next few years we will work to integrate these new measures into our budgeting process and track 

outcomes through the KPI dashboard. 

Category 3 – Understanding Students & Other Stakeholders Needs 

3P6 – The Systems Appraisal Team indicated that while WSCC has made progress with collecting 

feedback through students’ complaints through the use of the Maxient software system, we still have 

work to do in making it easier for individuals within and outside of the college to lodge a concern. In 

response, the college has created a link, clearly marked “Complaints” that is available through the online 

portal without requiring a login (LINK) and also easily available from a list of options in a “Quick Links” 

drop down menu found on the home page of the college website (LINK). In order to have a more 

consistent process for reviewing student complaint data, the college’s Executive Committee will now set 

aside time in November and April each year to review recent complaints, look for trends, and consider 

whether systemic changes are needed in college processes with regard to any trends that are identified. 

This will place a specific timeframe on a process that had been done annually but not consistently two 

times per year. Additionally, the college continues to gather information regularly from student focus 

groups in a process we call the Student Voice (LINK). Summaries of the students’ comments are 

presented to the Executive Cabinet at least two times per year, and the group discusses trends within 

that data along with possible solutions once a problem arises. In the future, the reports will be made 

and discussed with the President’s Cabinet, which includes middle managers as well as senior 

administrators. More discussion of the Student Voice process and how it leads to institutional change is 

presented in the response to 3R3. 

3R3 – The reviewers also suggested that the college has an opportunity “to more clearly describe how 

the complaints, surveys, and suggestions become improvement projects where results are 

demonstrated.” To do this, the college has begun tracking changes that have been made in processes 

https://my.wscc.edu/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0vHIwUH_BvxZk1sWTBlODdUUGM
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B9oCZ6wYLB7xZXpWR1dKb1FBZ0E
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and services in response to information collected through the Student Voice project. The project 

manager reports on Student Voice trends each semester to the Executive Cabinet. That group reviews 

the results and works with other departments and committees on campus to make changes as needed. 

Figure 4 summarizes those outcomes. 

Figure 4. Student Voice Summaries and Responses 

Session Action Items AQIP Resolution? 

Completed       

10/1/2013 Parking lot needs to be 
repaved 

Category 3 Parking lot repaved (summer 2015). Delay was 
caused by weather, budget, and contract 
negotiations 

10/1/2013 Incentivize early 
registration for students 

Category 3 Coupons and parking space drawing initiated 
10/21/13 and continued 

10/1/2013 Enhance Campus Safety in 
parking lot (visibility/speed) 

Category 3 Parking lot redone and rerouted for safety, 
lighting increased (summer 2015) 

10/1/2013 Communicate WSCC 
strengths identified from 
voice events 

Category 3 Student Voice coordinator presents findings to 
Executive Cabinet each semester (started spring 
2016) 

10/1/2013 Reinforce college-level 
expectations for new 
students 

Category 5 Emphasis on high school vs college incorporated 
during orientation for all students (spring 2013) 

11/1/2013 Improve financial aid 
processes by reducing 
processing time and 
verifications 

Category 3 Many financial aid procedures were updated 
and automated through spring 2014. 
Verification is down to 30% (fall 2014) 

11/1/2013 Improve pencil sharpeners-
they are dull and ineffective 

Category 3 Replaced in Health wing, A&S by spring 2013. 
No further complaints. 

4/21/2014 Make Wifi more effective 
on campus (faster, easier to 
connect) 

Category 3 Campus-wide wifi net has been created, log-in is 
unobtrusive and one-time only. 

8/20/2014 Increase awareness of 
Online Learning Class 

Category 1 Class is described and recommended in the CSS 
portion of Orientation 

9/30/2014 Ensure that Office 365 is 
mentioned at Orientation 

Category 1 Incorporated in Spring 2015. New students are 
emailed instructions after the second week of 
enrollment. 

Ongoing 
Progress       

11/1/2013 Examine Academic Lab 
structure, try to make them 
more flexible 

Category 1 
& 3 

Lab hours were not increased due to financial 
constraints. Faculty-led study tables were 
enacted fall 2016, and the Center for Student 
Success to implement online tutoring (fall 2016). 

11/1/2013 Consider more on-campus 
activities for students 

Category 3 Sportsman's club offered, Board Game day 
options explored 2013-14. A basketball court in 
the parking area was not approved. Scavenger 
hunts held annually. Homecoming celebration 
initiated fall 2014. College Guide creating 
student interest survey (fall 2016) 
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8/20/2014 More fully explore 
sentiments in Emporium 
math classes 

Category 1 Conversations held. Changes were made in the 
class sequence, but WSCC still incorporates 
Emporium model for developmental math 

9/30/2014 Provide faculty with more 
opportunities to learn to 
use Sakai for grades, 
communications 

Category 3 Trainings ongoing during intersessions and 
faculty trainings (full and part-time) 

2/25/2016 Make Transfer pathways 
and articulations more 
apparent 

Category 3 Articulation group initiated fall 2016; programs 
centralized on intranet, publicity still in progress 

2/25/2016 Investigate speed of online 
instructor responses 

Category 3 Ongoing training 

2/25/2016 Review Security processes 
and procedures for 
transparency 

Category 3 College will outsource security in January 2017 

2/25/2016 Strengthen degree 
pathways from 
Admissions/entrance 

Category 1 
& 3 

SSLI group is exploring ways to streamline 
admissions pathway 

4/21/2014, 
03/26/2015 

Examine how technology in 
the classroom can be 
improved 

Category 1 
& 3 

Technology improvements ongoing. Continued 
training with Sakai for faculty (ongoing) 

Not 
Accomplished       

11/1/2013 Examine Television disposal 
in classrooms 

Category 3 Discussed with Facilities (Dec 2013) and CIO 
(Feb/March 2014). No place for disposal of the 
televisions. 

9/30/2014 Gather information about 
technology preferences 
from non-traditional 
students 

Category 3 Outside of selective health programs, there are 
no plans for mandatory iPads or laptops (Fall 
2015) 

8/20/2014 Develop more ways to get 
feedback on COMPASS 
workshop 

Category 1 No progress because of personnel changes 

 

The Systems Appraisal Team believed that WSCC has an opportunity to develop a more systemic process 

for analyzing stakeholder satisfaction beyond individual service areas. As noted above, the college has 

approached this task by working with three outside firms in the past two years to conduct research on 

stakeholder satisfaction and recommendations for improvement. This work was related to master 

planning and a marketing study. The college plans to continue similar research through outside firms 

every 3-5 years in a systematic way of gauging overall stakeholder satisfaction with the institution. 

The complete reports are available through the links provided below, but we have included here some 

summary statements from the reports. 

Regarding overall student satisfaction with the institution, the 2015 Future Think study (LINK) found the 

following. 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0vHIwUH_Bvxa2trR3FWTElQWlk
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Both students and employers spoke highly of WSCC, its presence in the community, its faculty and staff, 

its quality of education, and its affordability.  There is a strong foundation upon which to build.  Students 

mentioned WSCC’s welcoming environment, caring teachers, and flexibility in scheduling.    

Employers discussed their positive experiences with hiring WSCC graduates and with communicating with 

the school.  WSCC was identified as  a  great  “gateway  college”  and  the medical  and  nursing programs 

received many positive comments.  Many employers expressed an interest in more direct interaction with 

WSCC through internship programs. 

The 2015 NBBJ Master Plan study (LINK) recommended several changes on the basis of survey, 

interview, and focus group data. 

“The following findings and recommendations relate to the College program offerings:  

Campus Profile  

 Centralize, strengthen, and broaden the College’s marketing strategy that focuses on (1) affordability, (2) 

academic offerings and quality, (3) student support and service, and (4) student success. 

Program Modifications 

 Streamline curriculum offerings by consolidating major concentrations under fewer program offerings so 

that an incoming student can easily understand the objectives, differences and outcomes of each program 

major. 

 To match the workforce demands outlined in the JobsOhio report, consider beginning new or 

strengthening and expanding existing programs in:  

 Chemical Technology and System Operators  

 Manufacturing, Health Care (Home Health Care, Nurse Assistants, Nurse Anesthetists, 

Phlebotomist) 

 Transportation and Logistics 

 Strengthen the curricular role and opportunities for students to experience the workplace through 

internships, practicum, co-ops, and job shadowing programs with industry. 

 Always consider the potential for credentialing for advanced skills jobs that builds on the basic skills 

students obtain in their first job. 

 Construction of a health and wellness center on campus could offer many new academic pursuits that 

include an exercise science, physical therapy, nutrition/dietetics, fitness, and community partnerships. 

 Incorporate training for increasing “soft skills” into the existing curriculum.” 

The 2016 marketing study conducted by the firm B63 (LINK) drew the following conclusions. 

Ratings for the Quality of Education at WSCC: 93% of current WSCC students rated the quality of 

education at WSCC ≥5. This is comparable to The Ratings for the Quality of a Typical Community College 

Education in which 92% of respondents rated the quality of a typical community college education as ≥ 5. 

This indicates that both groups have a comparable rating distribution with a discrepancy of ± 1%.  

77% of current WSCC students rated the quality of a WSCC education as ≥7. Also 70% of respondents 

believed that the value for the quality of the typical community college education is ≥7. It can be 

concluded that the majority of current WSCC students agree that the quality of education provided at 

WSCC meets the overall expected quality of a typical community college education. 

Worth of Tuition Investment in Washington State Community College: 88% of current WSCC students 

rated the affordability of WSCC as ≥5. This is comparable to the Worth of Investment in a Typical 

Community College chart in which 93% of respondents rated the worth of tuition in a typical community 

college as ≥5. This indicates that both groups have a comparable rating distribution with a discrepancy of 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B8DgNsLXYgPrM0oyOWtTMzhhbWs
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B8DgNsLXYgPrMUFsRlgwT2dQUTg
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±5. 76% of current WSCC students believe that WSCC has an affordability rating of ≥7. 79% of respondents 

rated the affordability of a typical community college as ≥7. It can be concluded that WSCC meets the 

overall expectations of the worth of tuition investment in a typical community college.  

Value of a Washington State Community College Degree: 91% of current WSCC students rated the value 

of a WSCC degree as ≥5. This is comparable to the Value of a Typical Community College Degree chart in 

which 93% of respondents rated the value of a typical community college degree as ≥5. This indicates that 

both groups have a comparable rating distribution with a discrepancy of ±2%. 78% of current WSCC 

students believe that WSCC has an affordability rating of ≥7. 76% of respondents rated the value of a 

typical community college degree as ≥7. It can be concluded WSCC meets the overall expectations of the 

value of a typical community college degree. 

The Appraisal Team also recommended that the college should develop better methods for accessing 

and reporting performance results with respect to Understanding Students’ and Other Stakeholders’ 

Needs. To address this opportunity, the college initiated an Action Project to create a process and 

structure for consistently capturing data and outcomes related to all aspects of college operations. That 

process is outlined in more detail in 3R5. 

3R4 – The Systems Appraisal Team indicated that too much of our stakeholder satisfaction data was 

based on results from individual service areas. Again, the studies done by Future Think, NB&J, and B63 

have served to validate the data that the college has received from those service area surveys regarding 

stakeholder satisfaction. A review of this data indicates that there is a strong level of satisfaction with 

the college’s programs, services, and outcomes; however, our CCSSE and SENSE data along with our 

retention and graduation outcomes seem to indicate more divergence than we would expect between 

outcomes for full-time students and part-time students (See 3R6). As a part of our 2016-18 Completion 

Plan (LINK) the college is planning further study of stakeholder satisfaction with regard to the part-time 

student sub-group. Based on our findings, the college may target an AQIP Action Project at improving 

processes regarding part-time students. 

3R5 – In 2014, WSCC had not yet developed aligned processes for storage of data related to building 

relationships with stakeholders. Since that time, we have also stepped away from using SharePoint as a 

data repository and moved to using Google for our email system and Google Drive for shared data files. 

In order to address this opportunity for improved data storage and centralization, the college created an 

AQIP Action Project (LINK) that examined the feasibility of integrating the collection and storage of AQIP 

category data into the regular responsibilities of the college’s standing committees. The outcome of that 

project was to assign responsibility for data collection for all of the AQIP category items to specific 

committees and departments across campus (LINK). A site was created on the college’s Google drive and 

the college’s Continuous Improvement team is currently in the process of meeting with committees and 

departments to go over their assigned items and discuss the process for annually collecting data related 

to those items. This new process should put in one centralized location all of the data required for the 

college’s Systems Portfolios filed by category, item, and year.  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0vHIwUH_BvxeVlBb08tOWN6Zlk
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0vHIwUH_BvxcHk2akR3S2cxU1U
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B8DgNsLXYgPrUlVZMVNES2VHRjAzdTR4YzlTNlNWSHZNdkhB
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3R6 – The reviewers stated that 

WSCC has an opportunity to 

broaden our use of comparative 

data beyond CCSSE and SENSE 

and to be explicit in how data is 

analyzed, interpreted, and how 

specific recommendations are 

chosen based on results. The 

college is working to be more 

effective in the use of 

comparative data. As an 

example, Figures 5 and 6 show 

the primary CCSSE components 

longitudinally for WSCC and for 

the benchmark of the small 

college cohort that we use for 

comparison. Our goal is to be at 

or above the small college cohort 

benchmark for all five areas. In 

2013 we met or exceeded that 

benchmark in three of the areas, 

Active and Collaborative 

Learning, Academic Challenge, 

and Student-Faculty Interaction.  

In 2015, we saw a decline in 

performance in all areas and only 

exceeded the benchmark in one 

of the five areas, Academic 

Challenge. While this data is 

useful as an overall indicator of 

the college’s performance, WSCC 

also looks at these same 

indicators with regard to the performance of subgroups within the college -- male/female, full 

time/part-time, traditional-age/non-traditional, etc. Our most recent analysis of this data indicates that 

the progress we were seeing in the 2013 data was not present in 2015, and that the areas of Student 

Effort and Support for Learners are of particular concern. We are working to understand if these 

changes were influenced by the drop in enrollment that was experienced during this time period, the 

changing demographics of our students, or other factors. There also seems to be more of a gap between 

full-time and part-time students than we might expect. Full-time student outcomes are relatively high, 

but part-time student outcomes, while not terrible in comparison with the national norm, are not 

following the trends we see for our full-time students. Figure 7 illustrates this comparison for the area of 

Student Effort. We note that the outcome for full-time students in 2015 is above the small college 

cohort, but for part-time students the result is below the small college cohort and diverges considerably 

from the data for WSCC full-time students. This data has led the college to investigate the factors that 

2009 2011 2013 2015

Active and
Collaborative

Learning
50.1 50.6 52.3 50.3

Student Effort 50.8 50.4 48.8 47.9

Academic Challenge 52.1 52.4 56.1 50.9

Student-Faculty
Interaction

51.9 51.7 56.1 52

Support for Learners 51.4 47.7 48.9 48

45
47
49
51
53
55
57

WSCC All StudentsFigure 5. WSCC
All Students 
Outcomes for 
CCSSE Primary 
Components

2009 2011 2013 2015

Active and
Collaborative

Learning
51.2 51.2 51.3 51.4

Student Effort 51.1 50.8 51.1 51

Academic Challenge 50.3 50.3 50.4 50.3

Student-Faculty
Interaction

51.6 51.7 51.9 52.4

Support for Learners 51.5 51.5 52 52.1

50

50.5

51

51.5

52

52.5

53

Small Colleges All StudentsFigure 6: 
Small
Colleges All 
Students 
Outcomes 
for CCSSE 
Primary 
Components
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may lead to 

differentiation 

between the full-time 

and part-time student 

experience. We have 

made this research 

action item 4 in our 

2016-18 Completion 

Plan (LINK), but we 

will not plan 

strategies to address 

the situation until we 

understand it more 

fully. We will explore 

and analyze the data 

during 2016-17 and 

implement targeted strategies in 2017-18. This example is illustrative of how the college uses 

comparative data for making decisions regarding specific recommendations for improvement. 

Data and graphs for other CCSSE comparisons may be accessed through this LINK. 

Figure 8.  

As the reviewers 

recommended, the 

college is working to 

broaden use of 

comparative data in 

other key areas. We 

monitor our 

graduation rate 

(150% of time to 

graduation) through 

comparison of IPEDs 

data for the two-

year colleges in 

Ohio. The first 

comparisons led us 

to question the 

numbers we were 

reporting and look 

more closely at data definitions. Our institutional research team then reached out to IPEDS staff to verify 

our reporting and make the correction as noted earlier in this document (see section above on 

Institutional Changes – Data Accuracy). Figure 8 shows the data originally reported to IPEDS; corrected 

data is provided in Figure 9.  

2009 2011 2013 2015

WSCC - Part-Time 39.9 47.4 43.3 42.2

WSCC - Full-Time 55.8 54.2 52 56.1

WSCC - All Students 50.8 50.4 48.8 47.9

Small Colleges - Part-
Time

47.6 47.3 47.6 47.9

Small Colleges - Full-Time 55.5 55 54.9 54.5

Small Colleges - All
Students

51.1 50.8 51.1 51

40
42
44
46
48
50
52
54
56
58

Student EffortFigure 7. WSCC and 
Small College 
Student Effort 
Outcomes for 
Students by Full-
time and Part-time

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0vHIwUH_BvxeVlBb08tOWN6Zlk
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0vHIwUH_BvxRWJmbnlmYkN6OXc
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With assistance from the Integrated Post-Secondary Education Data System (IPEDS) data coordinators, 

the first-time cohort definition was updated to include high-school graduates with prior college credit 

and to correctly identify them as first-time college students. The original graduation cohort data 

reported to IPEDS along with local data based on the correct cohort can be seen in Figure 9. 

Figure 9. Reported and corrected 150% of time to graduation IPEDS data 

Reported Data (IPEDS) Corrected Data (Local) 

2008 = 17% - 43 completers 150% (248 total) 
2009 = 28% - 75 (271 total) 
2010 = 15% - 49 (317 total) 
2011 = 17% - 52 - (311 total) 
2012 = 26% - 83 - (322 total) 

2008 = 22% - 83 (378 total) 
2009 = 29% - 120 (419 total) 
2010 = 18% - 79 (443 total) 
2011 = 23% - 81 (357 total) 
2012 = 25% - 64 (257 total) 

 

We are confident that we will be able to provide accurate data for IPEDS moving forward so that we can 

more accurately track comparative numbers for graduation against other colleges in Ohio. 

WSCC is now also looking at comparative data through the National Student Clearinghouse Research 

Center to monitor completion data for our students beyond 150% of time to graduation. Figure 10 

illustrates a portion of that data and indicates that WSCC students do well in terms of completion at the 

end of six years when compared with the national cohort.  Again, we note that the one area of low 

performance is among students who were consistently part-time throughout their educational career. 

The number of those students, however, was quite small. The full report is provided through this LINK. 

Figure 10. Six-Year Outcomes for First Completion for Students who started at WSCC and at Two-Year 
Public Institutions by Enrollment Intensity 

Enrollment Intensity Total Enrolled (#) Total Completion Rate 
(%) (Any institution) 

1st Completion at Same 
Institution (%) 

WSCC Nationally WSCC Nationally WSCC Nationally 

Overall 573 1,111,368 51.52 38.14 41.20 26.00 

Exclusively full-time 218 260,578 68.42 54.59 61.01 41.82 

Exclusively Part-time 27 102,461 3.70 18.32 3.70 16.42 

Mixed Enrollment 328 746,390 44.22 35.17 31.11 21.83 

 

WSCC also closely monitors our performance on student success measures as defined by the State of 

Ohio. While the state does not provide a wealth of comparative data, it does allow us to see how we 

perform in relationship to the other two-year colleges in terms of the percentage of the allotted funding 

dollars linked to student completion in various categories. The 2016 report (LINK) indicates that while 

we perform adequately on most measures of completion, our greatest opportunity for improvement is 

related to developmental education success. The college should have a score of 1.0 or above to 

demonstrate adequate performance in this area as defined by the Ohio Department of Higher 

Education. Currently, our score is .66. We have targeted two initiatives in our 2016-18 Completion Plan 

(LINK) to address this need: Action Item 2 – implementing a co-requisite model for both developmental 

English and math; and (2) Action Item 3 – implementing a “Stat-Way” model for developmental math 

students who have declared programs of study where statistics or business math is the required college-

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0vHIwUH_Bvxa0w4TVJoOGZ6cFE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0vHIwUH_BvxeUt4cjU1YkxEUDA
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0vHIwUH_BvxeVlBb08tOWN6Zlk
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level math course. The college performs above the 1.0 level in most of the other indicators and has an 

overall rating of 1.24. This means that WSCC receives nearly a quarter more of its state share of 

instruction based on student success performance factors than it would if the college was just being 

funded on student enrollment alone. 

Additionally, the college has used our master planning process to look at comparative data with regard 

to national norms and regional higher education institutions. An example of that can be seen in the data 

provided through the study conducted by B63 and the findings summarized in the response above to 

3R4. 

Category 4 – Valuing People 

4P8 – The Systems Appraisal Team indicated that the 2014 Systems Portfolio did not provide 

information about how the college aligns training to strengthen instructional and non-instructional 

programs and services. Unfortunately, in two years’ time we have not been able to address every 

opportunity identified in the Systems Appraisal, and this remains an opportunity. While we do have 

informal processes in place for both short-term and long-term training needs, we do not currently have 

a formal process for consistently aligning training to strengthen instructional and non-instructional 

programs and services. We will work on creating and implementing a more formal process. 

4R2 – The appraisers suggested that our data regarding employee satisfaction showed improvement 

over what we had reported in the 2010 Portfolio; however, “an opportunity to be open and dedicated to 

fair compensation will likely prove beneficial in improving employee satisfaction.” While increasing 

salaries during a time of declining enrollments and reduction in staff is difficult, the college did make a 

concerted effort to improve the pay levels of those employees who were deemed to be below the 80% 

compra-ratio for their position. As reported in the 2014 Systems Portfolio in item 4R4, by working with 

an outside firm, we identified 34 employees whose pay levels should be adjusted because they were 

paid at an entry-level rate although they had been with the college for some time. In 2015, salary 

adjustments were made for these individuals to bring them up to a rate of pay consistent with other 

employees in similar positions and with similar experience. 

Additionally, the current year’s budget includes a 2% across the board raise for employees effective 

January 2017 with final approval expected from our Board of Trustee in November 2016. Based on 

enrollment and budget projections for this year, we are confident that the raise will be granted. 

4R3 – With regard to faculty, staff, and administrators, the Systems Appraisal Team stated “The college 

has an opportunity to rethink how it determines productivity in more specific terms.” In 2015-16, a team 

of faculty and administrators redesigned the faculty performance appraisal process to align it more fully 

with the institution’s mission, values, and strategic priorities. The new rubric (LINK) includes an 

assessment of how faculty support the values of the institution, how they specifically support student 

success (the top WSCC strategic priority) and how their goals align with the college’s strategic plan. The 

appraisal rubric for staff and administrators can be found through this LINK. The process for each of 

these personnel reviews requires a self-evaluation (LINK-Faculty, LINK-Staff), an evaluation by the 

supervisor, supporting documentation where appropriate (such as copies of students’ evaluation of 

instruction), and a conference during which completion of the previous year’s goals and all aspects of 

the current review are summarized and discussed. This employee appraisal process provides a 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0vHIwUH_Bvxa0tTbFVrNkJ5QTg
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0vHIwUH_BvxLWJpSTRtMGVCSU0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0vHIwUH_BvxSzZyWVBpbEMzZkU
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0vHIwUH_BvxdTg1UzZnWXZrNXc
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consistent way to measure each employee’s productivity and relate that productivity specifically to 

support for students’ success and the mission, values, and strategic priorities of the college.  

4R4 – The Appraisers wrote, “WSCC has an opportunity to investigate other areas of comparison for 

valuing people and to contact other institutions and business and industry partners for data 

comparisons.” As noted in 4R2, the college used comparative data to improve the salary levels of 34 

employees whose pay was lower than research indicated it should be. Additionally, in 2015-16, WSCC 

investigated part-time faculty salaries at other colleges in the region (LINK). This data was used to 

provide an increase in part-time faculty compensation for the 2016-17 year and raise part-time faculty 

salaries to be more consistent with other institutions in the region. 

Through the Ohio AQIP Collaborative, WSCC is also discussing the use of an employee satisfaction 

instrument developed by Columbus State Community College and Lakeland Community College that will 

allow several Ohio colleges to ask the same questions of their employees that are directly related to the 

AQIP Categories and questions. If this project moves forward, WSCC will be able to participate in a 

process that results in longitudinal, comparative data for Valuing Employees.  

4I2 – The Appraisers stated, “WSCC has an opportunity to investigate and report areas where processes 

and practices document a culture of valuing people.” While we don’t have data to report at this time, 

we believe that two efforts will help with our reporting in the future: (1) an effort to conduct regularly 

scheduled focus groups with employees regarding their experiences at the college and collect input for 

improvement (see also the section on Strategic Challenges under “Need for Improved Cross-

Departmental and Cross-College Communication,” and (2) the focus groups, surveys, and interviews 

conducted by outside firms as part of our long-term planning process every 3-5 years. 

Category 5 – Leading and Communicating 

5P10 – The Systems Appraisal Team noted that the college lacked a formal succession planning process. 

In 2015 we worked to develop that plan and it was passed by the Board of Trustees in February 2016 as 

part of the college’s Policy and Procedure Manual (LINK). The process will be fully implemented in 

February of 2017. See the section above on Outstanding Opportunities, 4P5, for additional detail. 

5R1 – The reviewers noted that the college had an opportunity to develop additional, more direct 

means of gathering feedback about leading and communicating. This observation may be a result of 

WSCC not providing a fully detailed response to item 5R1. The college does collect data through the 

means recommended by the Systems Appraisal Team. 

Figure 11: Data collection methods and outcomes for Leading and Communicating 

Data Collection Method Outcome 

Annual Retreat 
Recommendations 
 
Conducted annually in 
late spring or early 
summer. Most recent 
results are from May 
2016 

The WSCC President’s Cabinet, student representatives, and other invited 
faculty and staff spent the morning of May 17 reviewing the college mission 
statement, vision statement, strategic priorities and goals for the year 2020.  
There were several revisions to the strategic priorities, and targets for each 
goal were identified. The notes from the retreat can be found through this 
LINK. The resulting document from the retreat can be found through this 
LINK.  This was also reviewed by the WSCC Board of Trustees at the 
September, 2017 regular meeting. 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0vHIwUH_BvxVk5ocGJKWEt6SFU
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B8DgNsLXYgPrR2pDX0dSc2tOUnM
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0vHIwUH_Bvxd2lBQURIV3RrY1E
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B8DgNsLXYgPrcjJYVF9KQkdEeXM
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Focus Group Responses 
as part of long-term 
planning.  
Conducted every 3-5 
years. Most recent 
results are from 2015 
Master Planning Process 

The firm NBBJ conducted a master planning study (LINK) that relied, in part, 
on focus group input. Here is a portion of the findings. 
“With the aim of developing a comprehensive vision for the future of WSCC, 
the master planning process was inclusive of the college’s students, faculty, 
staff, administrators, Board members, and key community leaders. The 
collective concerns, wants and aspirations expressed by the stakeholders 
inform the recommendations of the Master Plan. The following 
key themes emerged from those discussions and served to guide the Master 
Plan strategies: 
• Increase WSCC’s visibility in the community; 
• Better leverage WSCC’s real estate assets for community uses; 
• Increase campus vehicular and pedestrian access and connectivity; 
• Create a stronger sense of place and connectivity between academic 
programs; 
• Create a “one-stop-shop” center for student services, and support 
activities; 
• Enhance campus amenities as a recruitment, retention and satisfaction 
tool for students, faculty and staff; 
• Leverage community partnerships in support of WSCC’s future; 
• Align program offerings to workforce needs. 

Complaints/Suggestions 
 
Ongoing through links 
on website and login 
portal 

Complaints may be submitted through the college’s Maxient system that 
allows WSCC to receive and respond to a wide range of concerns from 
academic appeals to accidents on campus. A review of the submissions since 
WSCC began using Maxient in 2013 shows 33 academic issues, 8 accident 
reports, 26 situations handled by the college’s Behavior Intervention Team, 
and 21 student conduct issues. There were no submissions of complaints by 
employees regarding the work place. It may be that such complaints were 
submitted in other ways such as the regular meetings between the 
President, the Vice President for Academic Affairs, and the President of 
Student Senate, or it may be that the link for employees to submit 
complaints was not easy to find on the website nor well publicized. In the 
past year, the college has made that link more accessible and emphasized its 
availability through faculty/staff meetings. 

Feedback through 
President of Faculty 
Senate 

Employees may informally bring their concerns about college processes and 
employment practices to the President of Faculty Senate. That individual 
meets with the President and Vice President for Academic Affairs 
approximately once per month to discuss these concerns and look for 
solutions. This process, though informal, keeps lines of communication open 
and allows employees to express concerns without filling out a formal 
complaint form. 

 

In response to the Systems Appraisers’ comments, WSCC will also be implementing an “Employee Voice” 

focus group process similar to the “Student Voice” focus groups we currently use. The college’s 

Committee on Employee Success has taken on this task as a way of broadening input in to the college’s 

leadership and communication processes in an on-going way. Employee Voice sessions will be held at 

least twice per year and moderated by a non-employee of the college. This process is set to start during 

the 2016-17 academic year. 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B8DgNsLXYgPrM0oyOWtTMzhhbWs
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5R2 – The Systems Appraisal Team encouraged the college to continue administering the Employee 

Satisfaction survey “in order to establish strong, clear trend lines in the results and to use the transition 

in staff due to budget challenges as a catalyst to address the acknowledge need for a more formal 

leadership development and succession plan.” The college intends to continue conducting the Employee 

Satisfaction Survey. It was not administered during 2015-16 due to a vacancy in the position of Executive 

Director of Human Resources and considerations about the best way to collect comments related to the 

survey and whether to do so in written form or by focus groups were discussed. The survey is scheduled 

to be conducted prior to the end of fall semester 2016 and the results will be included in WSCC’s CQR 

Quality Highlights Report. 

As stated in the section above on Outstanding Opportunities, 4P5, WSCC has created a policy and 

procedure for succession planning which has been reviewed and approved by its Board of Trustees. The 

new process will be fully implemented by February 2017. 

5R3 – WSCC has not yet found a reliable way to compare processes for leading and communicating. This 

remains an opportunity for the college. 

5I1 – The Systems Appraisal Team indicated that while the college had made a number of improvements 

in this category, “Further analysis of goal setting will give the college an opportunity to analyze the 

effect on the college.” The college has worked to be more systematic in collecting information related to 

individual and department annual goals. While we have more work to do in this area, our improvement 

from 27% compliance to 90% compliance demonstrates that we are moving in the right direction. We 

hope to be near 100% compliance for 2016-17. Since each of these goals is related to at least one of the 

college’s strategic priorities, closing the loop on a wide range of efforts to support those priorities helps 

us understand how we are working collectively to achieve the college’s overall objectives. The 

information related to those individual, department, and division goals fills several spreadsheets, so it is 

not possible to present them all here. However, the spreadsheet for 2015-16 can be accessed through 

these links: employees and departments reporting to the President (LINK), employees and departments 

reporting to the Vice President for Enrollment and Student Success (LINK), employees and departments 

reporting to the Vice President for Academic Affairs (LINK), Employees and departments reporting to the 

Chief Information Officer (LINK). 

Category 6 – Supporting Institutional Operations 

6P5 – When the 2014 Systems Portfolio was submitted, WSCC had twenty-three college processes that 
had been mapped using a system developed to analyze cross-departmental processes, find gaps, and to 
improve administrative services for students and employees.  The Appraisers noted that the challenge 
would be keeping the maps up-to-date. At this point, we have not had the resources to update our 
process maps. The need to review, update, and map new key processes has been discussed with WSCC’s 
Executive Cabinet. The group is considering hiring an outside consultant to come in and help us update 
our process maps and to outline new processes. Additional focus is required to move this effort forward.   
 
6R4- Prior to the development of a formalized Completion Plan, data and information concerning 
student retention, completion of gateway courses, and success were compiled by WSCC’s Director of 
Retention and Student Success. Much of these data were based upon annual IPEDS submissions and 
data reported to the Ohio Department of Higher Education (ODHE; formerly the Ohio Board of Regents). 
Although the national and state data were helpful, they did not aid in determining the specific needs of 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B8DgNsLXYgPrWU80bFkwZUtpak0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B8DgNsLXYgPrVVlaTC1XRFRWVEE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B8DgNsLXYgPra3pEY1MzVXVYU2M
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B8DgNsLXYgPrVnpGdmREVm44R0k
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WSCC students. A college-wide Completion Plan was developed during the 2013-14 academic year. The 
purpose of the plan was to implement methods for improving students’ success while also complying 
with the requirements of the ODHE. In an effort to obtain such information, the college submitted its 
Strategic Campus Completion Plan to the ODHE in 2014. The original plan and its results, summarized in 
Figure 1, included 12 action items that were implemented and tracked over the course of two years. 
 
The 2014 Strategic Completion Plan was reviewed and updated during fall semester 2016. Results 
showed that WSCC completed 11 of the 12 action items from the 2014 plan during the two-year period. 
(LINK) The one action item that was not completed, a review of our pre-requisite waiver policy, was 
carried forward to the 2016-2018 Strategic Campus Completion Plan. A summary of the action items for 
the 2016–2018 Completion Plan can be accessed through this LINK. That document lacks specific 
outcome measures at this time because the college’s completion team is currently considering each 
item, looking at baseline data, and determining the best way to measure outcomes. A copy of the 
working document that illustrates this ongoing work can be found through this LINK. 
 
6R5 - As noted in the 2014 Systems Portfolio, WSCC has the opportunity to enhance its use of 
comparative data in the support of its institutional operations.  Significant improvement has been made 
in the area of data processes. WSCC began a process of data review in February 2015 utilizing a new 
software, Kore, to enhance data accuracy. Errors were identified in the state HEI reporting and federal 
reporting. Affected reports were corrected and resubmitted. The corrected reports allowed for better 
comparison of WSCC with other institutions in numerous areas that show us performing adequately (see 
3R6 for examples). Although substantial progress has been made with respect to data accuracy and 
integrity, opportunities exist for WSCC to compare itself to peer institutions in other aspects of its 
operations.  
 
6I2 – The appraisers indicated that WSCC’s process for setting college-wide targets for improved 
performance is unclear. Each year the College meets during a President’s Cabinet session during the 
spring semester to review, provide input, and develop a strategic vision for the next academic year. The 
Cabinet is comprised of employees from across the campus. Emphasis is placed on establishing a 
measurable target goal for each strategic priority. At the beginning of the new academic year, 
Completion Taskforce members review and evaluate the plan to determine if the proposed target goals 
were met. Unmet goals are further analyzed and plans to attain them for the next year are established. 
(LINK) Additionally, the President’s Cabinet members have the opportunity to consider the long-term 
perspective for achieving the mission of WSCC. Input was received from that group at the June 8, 2016 
meeting (LINK) and that information was considered along with the input gathered at the May planning 
retreat (LINK) to produce the final document to guide WSCC through 2016-17 and beyond to 2020 
(LINK). The 2016-17 Strategic Vision document includes specific targets for performance and 
improvement. Those targets, along with baseline data, are presented in Figure 2 and Figure 3. 
 
Category 7 – Measuring Effectiveness 

7P7 – In response to the recommendation from the reviewers, WSCC worked to improve upon the 

overall accuracy, reliability, and security of information, as well as updating the overall data system and 

infrastructure for increased timeliness. New software (Kore) integrated with our student information 

system created a real-time database and data warehouse for accurate reporting, whereas in prior years 

WSCC reporting was delayed by 24-hours. A new, dynamic Key Performance Indicator (KPI) website 

(LINK) was created, along with a series of available reports for users and stakeholders to review and 

employ for required reporting needs.  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B8DgNsLXYgPrTXRtMkgxczZ1N1E
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0vHIwUH_BvxeVlBb08tOWN6Zlk
file:///C:/Users/mnutter/iCloudDrive/CAO%20-%20New/AQIP%20Systems%20Portfolio%20Drafts/2016%20Update/Data%20to%20upload/SummaryCompletionPlan2016ActionItems.pdf
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B8DgNsLXYgPrTXRtMkgxczZ1N1E
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0vHIwUH_BvxU0pLTHVobmJxa0E
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0vHIwUH_Bvxd2lBQURIV3RrY1E
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B8DgNsLXYgPrcjJYVF9KQkdEeXM
https://kpi.wscc.edu/
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For accuracy and reliability, WSCC's round-table Data Action Team (DAT) meets monthly to approve new 

reports, definitions, and data standards. The new data software translation layer, Kore, has also 

provided a transparent data management tool for data accuracy. The translation tool sends error alerts 

when input data to the student information system does not meet the required standards allowing for 

departments to make corrections. The corrections process combined with DAT recommended data 

standards and definitions has promoted a higher level of campus-wide data integrity, training, and 

historical data clean-up processes. An analysis of the student enrollment process from application to 

graduation allowed us to identify possible tracking and reporting errors or issues. State and Federal 

reporting has been standardized with tested reports and queries.  

WSCC has enhanced database security by ensuring that all web applications utilize parameterized 

queries to resist data loss or theft via SQL injection attacks. Unused and deprecated web applications 

were removed from all outward facing servers to proactively reduce the college's attack surface. 

Significant improvements were made the campus network firewall, with the student information system 

limited to connections originating in the on-campus staff network only. All servers have been upgraded 

and moved from physical hardware to a virtual environment and generator power supports power 

outages. An outside consulting agency, Ferrilli, was hired to manage software updates and system 

administration on the student information system. A more extensive Data Integrity & Security Standards 

document can be found here through this LINK. 

7R2 – WSCC continues to measure effectiveness as defined by the University System of Ohio, and has 

expanded to include federal data standards along with additional internal data points. These include: 

hours Completed (12, 24, 36), a cohort-based landing page with several key components including 

cohort enrollment, degree-seeking counts, graduation, and retention rates, and federal measurements 

with comparisons to comparable institutions for measuring effectiveness. 

A web-based, dynamic key performance indicator (KPI) site (LINK) has been created and provides 

current data points based on the original definitions, as well as new breakdown indicators based on 

enrollment status, program enrollment, gender, and ethnicity. Additionally, using the Data Feedback 

Reports from IPEDS, five-year data comparisons are now available from 17 institutions and are stored 

locally for access and retrieval. In addition, an automated FTP data feed takes place weekly to import 

student enrollment information from the National Student Clearinghouse (NSC) allowing WSCC to more 

accurately track incoming and outgoing transfer students. Dynamic KPI's combined with federal tracking 

data provides WSCC with several new methods for measuring effectiveness. 

WSCC is now looking toward predictive analytics based on several key factors including rate of change of 

enrollment, program enrollment, full and part time measurements, and high school enrollment trends. 

Predictive enrollment analytics would help WSCC to take a more proactive approach on campus 

governance in regards to accomplishing its mission and goals. 

7R3 – Using IPEDS Data Feedback Reports (DFR), WSCC was able to create a new KPI component for 

measuring effectiveness against other comparable institutions in Ohio and neighboring states. The new 

data points allow for comparisons with other institutions based on enrollment, financial aid, gender, 

race/ethnicity, graduation, and retention. WSCC also makes use of the term-based and annual subsidy 

reports from the state of Ohio for measuring effectiveness in regards to subsidy-based funding, 

completion rates, and successful course-based completion as compared to all other two-year Ohio 

institutions. 

https://kpi.wscc.edu/DataIntegrityOverviewAndGuidelines.pdf
https://kpi.wscc.edu/
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Category 8 – Planning Continuous Improvement 

8P5 – The Systems Appraisal Reviewers noted that while the college has made progress in setting long-

range goals through the strategic planning process, those goals often lacked specific measurable 

outcomes and that “Formalizing the planning process to include measurable outcomes will provide 

direction in the collection of institutional data and provide richness to the Plan, Do, Check, Act process.” 

Since 2014, WSCC has added an additional step to its strategic planning process. Figure 12 shows the 

addition of the step for setting measurable goals and collecting baseline data for the process. The result 

of this effort is described and demonstrated in Figure 2 and Figure 3. 

8R2 – The Reviewer’s recommendations for 8R2 are discussed above in the section on responding to 

Outstanding Opportunities. 

8R3 – The reviewers noted several opportunities for the college. We have responded or are in the 

process of responding to each of these. (1) “focus the new mission involving student success and 

workforce development” – The 2014-16 Student Completion Plan summarized in Figure 1 along with the 

2016-18 plan (LINK) demonstrate the college’s focus on student success. The college’s current Action 

Project on strengthening students Soft Skills (LINK and see also 1P10 and 1P17) is a direct response to 

employer’s input that soft skills development is a key area of workforce development. 

(2) “continue the 

revision of the college 

master plan” – WSCC 

has completed a 

major master plan 

revision through work 

with the firm NBBJ 

(LINK). (3) “adopt 

new compensation 

plan 

recommendations to 

improve employee 

morale” – WSCC has 

increased salaries 

who were identified 

as being paid below 

the mid-point of their 

compensation grade 

(See 4R2) and is 

planning an across-

the-board 2% salary 

increase for all employees in January 2017. (4) “align program outcomes with regional workforce needs” 

– Using data from Ohio Means Jobs, the college is working to align college programs with those jobs that 

are in demand in the southeast region of Ohio. This goal is articulated in the college’s long-range 

strategic goals as shown in Figure 3. (5) “reach out to previously underserved or emerging populations, 

e.g. veterans and online learners – WSCC has significantly broadened our outreach to veterans and we 

Figure 12: Revised Budget and Planning Process 
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now have a very active veteran’s club on campus. Additionally, veterans are advised by a dedicated 

adviser and we have instituted other veteran-friendly practices such as early registration for veterans. 

Additionally, we currently have a team working to process map all aspects of the online student 

experience in order to improve services and enhance students’ success. We are also working diligently 

with our counterparts in seven local school districts to improve experiences and success for dual 

enrollment students, a growing portion of the college’s student body. 

8R4 – The Systems Appraisal Team stated “the college has an opportunity to explore/develop 

comparative measures for this area and to establish and articulate benchmarks for planning continuous 

improvement for higher education institutions beyond the systems appraisal.” We agree with the 

appraisers and we are currently working to do so in many, but not all areas. As noted in 4R4, WSCC is 

considering the use of an employee satisfaction instrument developed by Columbus State Community 

College and Lakeland Community College that would allow several Ohio colleges to ask the same 

questions of their employees that are directly related to the AQIP Categories and questions. If this effort 

is successful, the Ohio AQIP Collaborative may be able to institute other comparative measures related 

to AQIP Categories. 

8R5 – The Reviewers noted “there exists an opportunity to look at the outcomes of short term and long 

term strategies that also measure the effectiveness of Planning Continuous Improvement.” They noted 

that this also will encourage documentation of goals . . .” As noted earlier and illustrated in Figure 2 and 

Figure 3 the college is now setting specific targets for short-term and long-term goals. Additionally, we 

have worked with faculty, staff, and administration to increase compliance with closing the loop on the 

goal setting process by annually updating the outcomes for the individual and department level goals. 

Those goals and outcomes (see 5I1) are linked directly to the college’s Strategic Priorities and the 

budgeting process as illustrated in Figure 12. Completion of outcomes statements for goals has 

increased from 27% in 2014 to 90% in 2016. While there is still room for improvement, we feel we are 

heading in the right direction.  

8I1 – The 2014 Systems Appraisal Team noted that WSCC’s planning processes appeared to be more 

reactionary than aligned and that we have an opportunity to “establish and measure expected 

outcomes associated with its institutional planning efforts.” While we are definitely still on the road of 

continuous improvement, in the last two years we have made strong efforts to improve our planning 

process by putting more emphasis on measurable goals (see 8P5). We have also set specific targets 

against baseline data with regard to our Student Completion Plan (see Figure 1) and our Strategic 

Priorities (see Figure 2 and Figure 3). We have worked with our faculty, staff, and administration to do a 

better job of closing the loop on their individual and department level goals by posting the outcomes 

each year for the goals they set the year before. Those goals are now integrated into the personnel 

review process for faculty, staff, and administration. We still have room for much improvement, but we 

are closer today to an aligned system than we were in 2014. 

Category 9 – Building Collaborative Relationships 
 
9R1 – As previously discussed in this update (9P6), the College reviews partnerships and tries to decide if 
the partnership is yielding an appropriate return on investment. To date, this has been an informal 
process. To better assess our partnerships, WSCC has created a partnership rubric (LINK) as a measure 
to determine if established and new partnerships are mutually beneficial to the college and its partners. 
The rubric addresses the “fit” between WSCC and the partnering entity in terms of the College’s mission, 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0vHIwUH_BvxOGJTX0s5aHFKQ3c
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vision, values, and strategic priorities.  Additionally, the return on investment, financial and human 
resource requirements and community perception are assessed. The college will begin to use the rubric 
in November 2016 and should have outcomes data to share by the time we submit our CQR Quality 
Highlights Report in August or September of 2017. 
 
9R2 – The Systems Appraisal Team recommended that WSCC create a mechanism to evaluate 
qualitative and quantitative data in order to better gauge the strengths of its partnerships. As indicated 
in 9R1, the development of the partnership assessment rubric will provide a quantitative method by 
which the college can more fully analyze its partnerships. The college can further evaluate its 
effectiveness in building relationships by obtaining qualitative data from sources such as advisory board 
members, employee participation in community and professional groups, and dual enrollment initiatives 
within our local school districts. Regular analysis of qualitative and quantitative data will allow WSCC to 
assess the quality of its partnerships and ensure the needs of the college and its industry partners are 
being met. 
 
9R3 – The reviewers noted WSCC’s acknowledgement that it “has little data on how performance 
processes for Building Collaborative Relationships compare with those of other higher education 
institutions or organizations outside of higher education.” As a member of the Ohio Association of 
Community Colleges (OACC), WSCC has the opportunity to expand its current initiatives and explore new 
collaborative possibilities with the other 23 community colleges in the state. Some of this work is 
occurring now through the statewide Student Success Leadership Institute which includes the 
participation of all of Ohio’s Community College. An important aspect of this work focuses on how 
transfer is accomplished among Ohio’s 2-year and 4-year colleges. Best practices will be shared and 
these may help WSCC compare its processes for building collaborative relationships with those of other 
Ohio colleges.  

9I2 – The appraisers stated that “WSCC does not address its process or plans for setting targets for 
improvement in building collaborative relationships.” As indicated in the response to 6I2, WSCC has 
given focused attention to setting targets for our 2016-2017 Strategic Priorities and for the 2020 
Strategic Vision (LINK). By striving to be the college of first choice, increasing community participation on 
campus, and aligning program offerings with workforce needs, the College continues to have 
opportunities to build collaborative relationships with its surrounding communities and industries.  
 
Additional Support for the Criteria for Accreditation, Core Component 2D 
 
The Systems Appraisal Team indicated that the college’s support for Core Component 2.D was adequate, 
but could be improved. That component states, “The institution is committed to freedom of expression 
and the pursuit of truth in teaching and learning.”  
 
As part of WSCC’s Mission, Vision, and Values statements (LINK), three values directly relate to this 
component: (1) Respect – To acknowledge the humanity of all individuals through compassionate 
action; (2) Ethics – To demonstrate honesty, integrity, responsibility, and accountability; and (3) 
Inclusion – To provide an atmosphere that fosters respect and acknowledges, explores, and embraces 
the diversity and uniqueness of all regional and global cultures. The values of Success, Excellence and 
Teamwork also lend support to Core Component 2.D.  
 
From the Policy and Procedure Manual – Available to all faculty, staff, administration, and Board 
Members through the college Intranet 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B8DgNsLXYgPrcjJYVF9KQkdEeXM
http://www.wscc.edu/aboutwscc/mission-statement.html
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 Chapter 4 – Personnel – (LINK) states the college’s policies on Responsibilities, Duties, Code of 
Ethics (4.300), and Grievance Procedures (4.700). 

 Chapter 9 – Student Services (LINK) provides policies related to Privacy of Records (9.300) 
including FERPA, Directory Information (9.400), and the Student Right to Know Act (9.500) 

 Chapter 10 – Curriculum and Instruction – (LINK) provides policies on Academic Honesty 
(10.320), Academic Probation and Dismissal (10.400), and Academic Appeals.(10.500) 

 Chapter 11 – Student Conduct Policies – (LINK) provides policies on Student Conduct (11.100), 
and Judicial Appeals (11.200). 

 Appendix I – (LINK) Provides the Intellectual Property  

The student policies listed above are also published in the Student Handbook (LINK) and available on the 
college’s website (LINK). 

 
 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0vHIwUH_BvxQzZfUm1xNm5VRkk
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